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1, Introduction

In this paper, seizing the opportunity of a detailed discussion

of some recent proposals of faster-than-light communication through
(1 2)

wave packet reduction ' , in particular of the "geripnken" experiment

suggested in ref. 1-, we focus some methodological problems about critical

investigations on quantum mechanics and we point out some typical errors

of this kind of proposals.

As regards these attempts, one could state in general that
(3)

they are doomed to fail, since it is quite easy to prove that a

correct use of quantum-mechanical rules implies that no physical detectable

effect whatsoever can be instantaneously induced on a physical system s^

by interactions or reduction processes suffered by another system

S t isolated from S,, . These considerations would make it unnecessary

to proceed to a discussion of papers devoted to superluminal signalling

and therefore also of ref. 1. However there are several reasons for

which we think appropriate a detailed discussion of that paper.
FT A^H

First of all, as already stated, the analysis of the_|_proposal

put forward by Herbert will offer us the opportunity for a methodological

discussion about the various possible critical investigations of the

validity of a physical theory.

Secondly, ref. (1) claims to have succeeded "to circumvent

the clear cut prohibitions" of superluminal signalling given in previous

papers by widening the notion of observable to include events

not explicitly covered by the concept of quantum-mechanical observable .

In particular, the author of ref. (1) pretends to have introduced an

experimental set-up whose outcomes cannot be accounted for by standard

quantum—mechanical rules, since they should not correspond to average

values, but to the occurrence of individual events. These statements
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deserve a detailed analysis to be shown to be unappropriate. Finally,

the proposal put forward in ref. (1), by making use of a laser gain

tube, raises naturally some questions about -rne reduction

of the noise in amplifiers, which are certainly of interest from a
(4)

practical point of view . This noint too deserves a detailed analysis.

In what follows we will make clear on one hand the non correct

argumentation of ref. (l), on the other the fact that the important

result of reducing the noise in a laser devised to duplicate exactly

photons of a preassigned polarization is not the crucial point of the

problem,and that, even if it would be achieved, it would by no means

lead to the possibility of faster-than-light signalling. The key point

on which the criticism to the Herbert proposal will be based consists

in the recognition that his assumptions about the functioning of the

laser gain tube lead to a violation of the linear character of quantum

mechanics. This point has been independently raised by us < 5 ) and by

W.K. Wootters and W.H. Zurek(6) who have expressed it in a very clesr-

and concise way. We shall reconsider this argument in detail, since

a complete analysis of the proposed experiment has not been done in

ref. (6), while its discussion will turn out to be enlightening. In

doing so we will also be led to make some general considerations about

quantum states of macroscopic bodies.

-3-

2. Sonu: methodological considerations.

An interesting and essential moment of the scientific activity

is the one in which the scientific community, or at least a part of

it, feels the necessity of a critical reflection on the conceptual

foundations of the theoretical schemes which are (very largely or

almost universally) accepted as appropriate for the description of

natural phenomena. It goes without saying that such a critical re-

consideration of a theory, to be useful, must be carried out with great

logical rigour.

Within the possible approaches to a critical analysis of

an established theoretical scheme, one can identify three lines which

can be followed and which are, in our opinion, perfectly legitimate,

i) One can compare the consequences which can be drawn from an assumed

unrestricted validity of the theory under discussion with some general

ideas about physical reality and the level of knowledge we can get

of it through science, to see whether some contradictions arise.

We stress that we consider this a legitimate procedure, even though

some scientists could be inclined to consider it as directed to

satisfy philosophical instances not relevant to science. The analysis

performed by Einstein, Podolsky. and Rosen in their famous paper can

be interpreted as an example of this line of thought for the case

of quantum theory.

ii) One can compare the consequences which can be derived from a consistent

application of the theory to actually performable or "gedanken"

experiments, with some general physical principles which are considered

as "true" by the scientific community, even though they are not

included among the axioms of the considered theory. The various

(1,2)
trials recently made to prove that the quantum postulates,



in particular(the wave packet reduction, can lead to faster-than-

light communication, would fit (were they not wrong in principle)

into this line of thought.

iii) One can (and actually one should) check the internal consistency

of the theory, showing that no contradiction can arise from the

use of all the assumptions on which the theory ia based. For example,

in the case of quantum mechanics, one follows this line when comparing

the assumption that the system-apparatus interaction can be accounted

for by quantum mechanics, with the postulate of wave packet reduction.

This is a crucial problem of the theory and it has been the subject

of many deep investigations. In our opinion, however, it has not

been yet fully clarified.

-5-

3. E.P.R. paradox and superluminal signalling.

We started our discussion with the distinctions i) - iii},

since it allows to make clear the methodological difference between

critical investigations about quantum theory of the EPR type and of

the superluminal signalling type. In fact, these latter proposals are

essentially attempts to transform a "philosophically" paradoxical

situation, brought to evidence by an analysis of type i), into an explicit

contradiction between accepted physical principles, a programme which,

if successful-,-'would amount to pass to an analysis of type ii). Let

us comment on this statement.

The results of the deep analysis performed by Einstein, Podolsky

and Rosen can be rephrased by stating that they have pointed

out the existence of a contradiction between the assumption of an un-

restricted validity of quantum mechanics and the two general assumptions;

1. the existence of elements of physical reality, in the very precise

sense defined in their paper;

2. the impossibility that any action on a system can instantaneously

influence the elements of physical reality of another system which

is isolated from it.

The EPR argument is extremely important from a conceptual

point of view, and it points out what at least a part of the scientific

community considers a serious difficulty of the theory. The naive possibility

of escaping such a difficulty, based on the remark that ordinary quantum

mechanics, being a nonrelativistic theory, can very well lead to contra-

dictions with relativity, does not yield a solution to the problem.

In fact, on one hand the instantaneous collapse of the wave function

of a composite system is a feature completely independent of the distance

of the component subsystems and cannot therefore be considered as a
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nonrelativistic approximation of some process obeying relativistic

requirements. On the other hand and this is even more important, the

experimentally proved fact that all correlations between the two fragments

of a composite system are correctly reproduced by the quantum-mechanical

predictions, does not leave any space for such a way out. This situation

has been definitively settled up by the recent excellent experimental

(9)
work of A. Aspect et al. , It is useful to stress that the conceptual

implications of the results of Aspect's experiment, from the point

of view we are following in this paper, are just those illustrated

in the above description of the content of the EPR analysis. It is

absolutely incorrect to use the tested behaviour of quantum systems

to assert that quantum theory implies the possibility of an instantaneous

transfer of energy and/or information between space-like separated

observers. In view of the general proofs that one cannot use the

wave packet reduction to induce such instantaneous effects, one car:

state that proposals of this type do not respect the basic requirement

of item ii) that the theory under discussion be applied consistently

to derive the claimed results.

-7-

4, Analysis of the FLASH proposal.

In order to perform a detailed critical investigation of

the proposal put forward in ref. (1), we briefly sketch the essential

points of the reasoning developed in that paper. The "gedanken" experiment

proposed in ref. (1) can be summarized as follows.

1. One has a quantum system decaying into two photons propagating in

opposite directions, the spin state of the system of the two photons

being

(4.1)

where the first (second) label in a ket describes the polarization

of the photon propagating in one direct L̂ n (in the opposite one),

The photon spin states | R > , I L> , I H > =jt [ I R> + |L>} ,

[ V ^ • - T = 1 I R^* ~ I L^* > represent circular (right and

left) and plane (horizontal and vertical) polarizations, respectively.

2. One observer 0 measures the polarization states of the photon propagating

in one direction. He can choose whether to detect circular or plane

polarization, thus inducing, by wave packet reduction, the same

type of polarization in the far away photon propagating in the opposite

direction.

3. This photon crosses then an instrument which, according to the author

of ref, (1)* consists of "a non^ selective laser gain tube which

multiplies single photons into bursts of identically polarized photons".

Since this sentence is the one containing the crucial assumptions

for the argument of ref. (l), and it mixes two different problems,

i.e. the one of having an apparatus which identically multiplies

photons of a fixed polarization and the one °f having an apparatus
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identically multiplying photons of any polarization, it is appropriate

to split It into two separate assumptions deserving a completely

different analysis:

3a) If a photon in the I R / or | L / state crosses the laser gain tube ,

it gives rise to a state containing a large number n of identical

photons with the same polarization, i.e. to the states |<nl?>e [RR.... PC*

or |nrvL> 5 |LL....L"> , respectively .

3ta) The laser gain tube does the same when stimulated by a plane polarized

photon, so that the emerging state is |i"-H? or I'VIV^J according to

whether the impinging one is lH">or | V > , respectively.

4) The emerging beam is then analyzed by a beam splitter apparatus

plus four(right, left, horizontal and vertical) polarization detectors.

The argument goes then as follows: if one denotes by ̂ s ,nrt.,_, m.H , and

nrvvthe numbers of photons which are detected by the four analyzers,

one gets

*1 T£ ;rn-v*OjrriH*2j î v'̂ f when the incident photon state is [TlR^,

*O,<*..= £.^H^.^v'^for |ivcL> ,

=£,iTH.= ;; ,fYiH*3£ .fiv^O for |'"-H>i

''$,<*-i.= '£:,'fi-n*OlifLv='£ for )nn.V> .

5) The four different outcomes would then allow the: second observer

to discover whether the first one has chosen to measure circular

or plane polarization, the experimental set-up allowing therefore

faster—than-light communication between observers.

Let us now investigate critically the above paints. Assumptions

made under l) and 2) are perfectly consistent with quantum formalism.

Even the small modifications which would have to be introduced (in

principle) in assumption 2) , taking into account the impossibility

of an ideal measurement of a spin component due to the existence of

the additive conservation law of the total angular momentum, can be

consistenly disregarded, since one can make them arbitrarily small

by making the apparatus sufficiently massive.

Let us now come to point 3). The question considered under
(4)

3a) is surely interesting from a practical point of view . The problem

for the specific case under examination is to investigate whether

the assumed functioning of the laser gain tube is not forbidden by

the unavoidable noise associated to the randomly polarized spontaneous

emission. We do not want to enter into th. .-> technical problem. However,

we must stress that, from the point of view of the analysis we are

performing, the discussion about the possibility of having an apparatus

working as assumed under 3a) is totally irrelevant. In fact, as regards

the final state vectors, the- situation which follows from the use of

assumption 3a) can, in principle, be actually obtained without conflicting

in any way with quantum-mechanical rules. To this purpose one can assume

that at a given time one is dealing with a system S + S , where S is

a n-photcn system and B o is any quantum system with internal degrees

of freedom. For the system S + S one assumes that it is described

by the pure state

1
' (4.2)

(where 14},"^ and | 4 \ ^ are two orthonormal internal states of system

S ] and that the bunch of n photons and the system S are very far

and are propagating in opposite directions. It is obvious that such

a state can be very difficult to prepare, however we stress that, as

stated in Section 2, to develop a critical analysis of type ii) one

can very well resort to "gedanken" experiments, provided they do not

violate any quantum—mechanical rule. There is no principle in quantum

mechanics which forbids to consider (4.2) as an acceptable state for
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our system. We will comment further on this point in Sect. 5-

Let us now define two observables IA and Qi of system S with

the following characteristics: the operator A of the Hilbert space

of system Sj, associated to the observable <A has I'ftî  and I <̂ a > as

eigenstates belonging to two different eigenvalues. The operator B

associated to Oo does not commute with A and possesses in the linear

manifold spanned by I4ii? and l"*3./ two eigenstates I"X(? and fXi/* having

the following expressions:

(4.3)

belonging to two different eigenvalues. If on the system S a measurement

of the observable U*\ is performed, the wave packet reduction process

produces for the photon bunch either the state \rn- *^7 or the state

jOrtL./ i according to the result obtained in the measurement. We can

then state that the final state of affairs following the use of 3a)

can very well be imagined to occur withoul conflicting with any principle

of quantum mechanics.

We come now to point 3b). As already observed, this is the

basic methodologically incorrect point of ref. (1), implying a violation

of quantum rules. ' To show this, let us start by considering for

simplicity the physical situation described by (4.2). A measurement

on S a of the observable t/\ produces photon states IrrvR?1 or I T I O , while

a measurement of the observable O (the exact analogous of passing from

circular to plane polarization detection in Herbert's analysis) produces

photon states

± ± t 4 - 4 )

-11-

respectively. These states are by no means the states I ™ ' " / and

|m.V^> v : ,t:h would be necessary to perform the further steps 4) and

£.1 of i'.]i< Herbert analysis. This makes very clear that point 3b) violate",

a basic requirement of quantum mechanics, i.e. its linearity. We have

preferred to discuss firstly the "gedanken" experiment based ^n state

(A.2) because it presents all the conceptual features of Herbert proposal

but is simpler to discuss. The argument can be immediately transferred

to the FLASH experiment. In this case, however, the discussion is a

slightly m o r e involved, since, to be appropriate, it requires the

consider-atirn of the states of the laser gain tube after the interaction.

Let us then suppose that there exists' a laser gain tube with

the following properties: it is initially in a state | A o > , and, when

stimulated by a photon in state !R/> 0 L' > / , it goes into a state |A B> (lAi>

emitting a burst of photons represented by the state

(10)
We write then

),

(4.5)

From linearity we get

(4.6a)

(4.6b)

We note that in all instances, i.e. using (4.4) or (4.6),

the emerging states involve linear superpositions (which coefficients

which are equal in moduli) of the states |*wR^ and Ifl^-V • In no case

the final state can be considered to be liftH/ Or JiftV^ , as done in

ref. (1).
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The above considerations should have made very clear the

error of the argumentation of ref. (l). Moreover the consideration

of the example based on the use of eq, (4.2) points out that the claimed

introduction of a new kind of quantum measurement, emphatically called

"third kind measurement" in Herbert paper, is unimportant (since the

situation described under 3a) can be in principle assumed to occur)

and erroneous (since in no case one can produce states Ir"-V^ and If-^Vif

3a) is occurring).

To completely understand the physical characteristics of

the FLASH proposal, it is useful to pursue the discussion of points

4) and 5).

The analysis of point 4) reduces to check what are the actual

responses of the four polarization analyzers corresponding to the different

quantum states for the many photon systems which are originated by the

measurement performed by the first observer. For this purpose we consider

on one hand the final states Î R-R.̂  or |inl-;> for analogously (4.51, and

on the other the states (4.4) (or (4.6)). The problem is then reduced

to comparing the numbers <^-f. , Ifli. , T*H and TL V of the countings of the

four polarization analyzers which are obtained when the impinging state

contains only right polarized photons or alternatively only left polarized

photons (corresponding to the two outcomes of a measurement of" t/M on

S^ , the two alternatives occurring with the same probability), with

the numbers obtained from an impinging state which is a quantum super-

position with coefficients of equal moduli of a state in which all

photons are right polarized and a state in which all photons are left

polarized {in our example these latter states are generated by the

measurement ofCB on S ),

To see clearly that the statements under 4) about the outcomes

of the countings, which should allow the identification of what kind

-13-

of measurement the first observer has chosen to perform, are wrong^

it is sufficient to analyze the countings of r«,R and <H|. - When the incoming

state contains only right polarized photons (say N of them), if one

performs a measurement of circular polarization one gets obviously

that all photons are right polarized, i.e.

ra N o . (4.7a)

Analogously, if in the initial state all photons are left polarized,

one gets

O (4.7b)

Since the two considered alternatives occur with equal probabilities

we can make the following statement (which is obvious and agrees with

the one made in ref. (1)):

when the first observer chooses to measure the observable

I A (in H-rbert set-up this means to measure circular polarizations),

then the outcomes for fo.^ andtf»L are alternatively (4.7a) or (4.7b), each

alternative having the same probability to occur.

Let us come to the other case in which the first observer

chooses to measure the observable 01 on S^ (in Herbert set-up this means

to measure linear polarizations). The resulting state for the photon

system is then of the type (4.4) , i.e. a. linear superposition (with,

coefficients of equal moduli) of two states, one containing only right

polarized photons and the other the same number of left polarized photons.

The obvious hut important, fact to be stressed is that such a state, when

subjected to a measurement aimed to identify how many photons are right

or left polarized, can never give a result in which both right and

-11*-



left polarised photons are found (i.e. for which both inland <nt are different

from zero), since such a state has zero projection on all states which

contain both right and left polarized photons. The peculiar structure

of states (4,4) implies that when one photon is found to be right (left)

polarized, then all photons turn out to have the same polarization.

Therefore we can make this second statement:

when the first observer chooses to measure the observable

OJ (in Hilbert set-up this means to measure plane polarizations) then

the outcomes f or m R and T1 L are again (4.7a) or (4.7b), each alternative

occurring with the same probability.

Obviously one can discuss in an analogous way the countings

of horizontal and vertical plane polarizations, showing that in all

cases one always gets n n H = IYlv , There follows that the final outcomes

of the experiment are always the same and are those listed under items

a) and b) of point 4) of Section 3. What the first observer chooses

to measure does not change in any way the obtained results for the

four counters.

The errors of the analysis of ref. (1) are therefore simply

consequences of the wrong assumptions about the photon states generated

by the different measurements. Herbert is assuming that in the case

of plane polarization measurements by the first observer one is generating

a photon state

*
(4.8)

(or the analogous one I N V / ) p which obviously has non zero projection

on states containing both right and left polarized photons, and actually

leads, for large N , to countings for whichlYlgTiY^ and either m M o r m v

turn out to be zero.

-15-

It is important to stress again that assuming (4.S) together

with (4.5} means to assume that the laser gain tube violates in its

functioning the linear character of quantum mechanics. The whole FLASH

argument can then be rephrased in this way: assuming that quantum mechanics

is violated, then, using quantum —mechanical arguments, one can prove

that quantum mechanics conflicts with basic requirements of relativity.

All faster-than-light signalling proposals that we know present this

contradictory way of reasoning.

A further remark about ref. (1) is appropriate. The author

insists repeatedly on the fact that his proposal can escape the (admittedly)

correct proofs of impossibility of faster than-light signalling by

widening the class of observables, i.e. introducing something which

cannot be described by standard quantum mechanics. The motivation for

this would be that quantum theory is only concerned with predictions

about average values and not with individual events. In his words "there

are many possible ways that individual events can realize the same

quantum averages. Quantum theory regards all these ways as equivalent,

as indistinguishable outcomes". Our previous analysis should have made

very clear the unappropriater.ess of these remarks. The proposed experiment

can be completely and exhaustively analyzed within standard quantum

formalism, as we have done, and quantum mechanics is perfectly apt

to foresee how many right, left, horizontal and vertical photons will

be detected in the "single event" produced by the impinging bunch of

photons. Actually, it is just quantum theory, when correctly used,

that allows to assert with absolute certainty that the outcome^m^cannot

be obtained in a single process, even when the first observer measures

linear polarizations,and, on the contrary, tells us that the "single

events" will always be of the type (4.7a) or, alternatively, of the

type (4.7b), independently of what the first observer is measuring.
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To conclude we want to stress again firmly that,in our opinion,

if one tries to elaborate a critical analysis of type ii) for quantum

theory, one certainly has to follow a procedure which cannot be the

one of proving that the reduction of the wave packet can lead to faster-

than-light communication.

5. Quantum superposition of states of macroscopic bodies.

In this Section we want to develop some considerations about

linear superpositions of states of macroscopic bodies, suggested quite

naturally by the previous discussions, particularly by the consideration

of states of the form (4.2) (analogous remarks could be made starting

from states (4.6)). As already stated, there is nothing, in the principles

of Quantum Mechanics, which forbids to consider a state like (4.2)

as a possible state for a system S = S + S , where S. is a *VV -photon

system. Due to the assumed very large value of fn, , the photon system

can be considered as a sort of macroscopic system.One could then think

of a situation in which, in place oi' the states InrvKP and l^*-^ one

has two distinguishable macroscopic states |^M^ and lA^^/of-a macroscopic

body. We are then considering the case of a system S, composed of a

macroscopic part S and of a microscopic system S , prepared in the

quantum state

(5.1)

i.e. in a state in which different macroscopic states enter. Suppose

then that the microscopic system S^, is the one already considered in

Sect. 4, so that one can measure on it either the observable tA (whose

eigenstates are \$4*? and 14**/* ) or the observable UJ (with eigenvectors

\~X/iy and )X>^'" According to the wave packet reduction, by a measurement

on Sjt one forces the system S^ in a state which is either \W*\?

(or |/Aa> ) when cA is measured, or lM+> = i {|M/> + l*a>} (or I M_> =

= =4|M.l'>'*|Ma») when 0 3 is measured. The above considerations imply

that, if a state like (4.2) could actually be prepared, and if wave

packet reduction occurs, one would have at his disposal a simple mechanism

-17-

to produce quantum superpositions of ma./rv-sĉ ;

In such a case the phase relations bffw

the superposition are significant:. Obvi-.'us:

measurements performed on the mncrosrooi'. h

whether the far away observer has choser.

the fact that the phase relations of I M ^

that the algebra of the obsprvnbles rf :

abelian. As welL known the cons, ide-at i,v:

non - commuting observables can be measure:

difficulties of the quantum theory of m

discussion leads us back to the problem

of the theory we have already mentioned under-

Concluding, our analysis should

case the real problem under discussion is

states like (4.2! or (4.<i) : but this if.

problem of the Von Neuir.ann chain and ,.>i

be broken.

(11)
•.ally different states

.-n the two stati-s entering

, , Ous does not imply tha t

>,.iy would allow to understand

,. measure -A or O J ; however

-ii.i l ^ i / a r e important means

.he r^croijcopLc body i s non-

of macra-objet: t s on which

i:.-, the main source of the

•asurement. So the previous

of tr..; i n t e rna l consistency

i i i ) in Sect . 2,

huve clarified that, in any

ha;: '•!' being able to preoare

.Kiihi-'-.r. .?ise than the basic

tin- level at which it can
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